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Abstract: Muslim rule was beginning  in Bengal through Iqtiyar uddin Mohammad bin Boktiyar khalji by invasion on laxman sen at 
nadia. From this  time  onwards persianet culture influenced  on  socio cultural life of Bengal. Society is a continuous growth, its take     
This paper is an Outline Socio Cultural History of Bengal under Nawab. Society is a continuos growth, its take   shape in a variety of 
ways. After the Death of Aurangazeb Bengal became an independent viceroyality under Murshid Quli Khan. Here try to write a brief 
History on Socio cultural life  of Bengal . In this paper expressed on how was  the inter community relation, Education, position  of 
women, life style of common women and caste system of Bengal.It is difficult to fix a difinite period  of study of social history cause 
social issues donot begin or ended at a particular time.  
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Introduction: The Eighteenth Century's Nature is a debate among the Historians, it is actually period of transition between Medieval 
and Modern period. Sir Jadunath Sarkar had divided the entire 18th century into prebritish and British period (Sarkar J. , The History 
Of Bengal, Muslim Period 1200-1757, Vol ii, 1948). He described the century as a darkage that experienced decadence on all sides. 
This view was rejected by the others Historians like Satish Chandra (Chandra, 1959) and Muzaffar Alam (Alam, 1986) . They 
regarded the periods as one of the cultural degeneration only. MurshidQuli Khan had won Aurangazeb’s Confidence by honest  and 
efficient discharge of the duties of the duties of some offices of trust and responsibility of Deccan. In recognition of his brilliant and 
faithful services as Diwan of Hyderabad, the Emperor raised him to the more responsible position of Bengal as a Diwan . When the 
first half of 18th century was disorder and revolution of other state, it was singular good fortune of Bengal that it passed into the hands 
of two rullers of exceptional ability strength of MurshidQuli Khan and Alivardi Khan. They maintained peace, increased wealth 
through agriculture and trade as well as raised high social condition. 

        In the beginning of 13th Century Muslim rule was established in Bengal and as a result they brought with them the Persianate 
culture, language, social custom and administrative structure which greatly influenced almost every aspects of socio-cultural life of 
Bengali people. The scope of Social history is to discuss various religious and ethnic groups and relation between them, religious 
thought and customs, their daily life style i.e. dress, food, dance, music, festivals etc. All these forms of human behavior and activities 
come under the scope of social history. It is very difficult to fix a certain period of study for social history because social history did 
not begin or end at a particular date. Social institutions, caste, joint family, dresses and ornaments, habits and manners, fair and 
festivals are timeless in human history.  

 

Inter community relation:  In Bengal long time ruled Mughal princes and nobles so they were influenced to Bengal through their 
social rules , Culture, Faith, Belief, Habit as well as ruler also influenced by Bengali Culture, Habits, Belief ,Manners etc. Bengal 
experienced the liberal attitude of the Mughal emperor when Murshidquli Khan, a persianised barhmin convert became the nawab of 
Bengal (Sarkar J. N., 1972, p. 17) . The Bengal Nawab unbiased to their subject , irrespective of their religion, Caste , culture, race , 
language etc. In administrative job both Hindus and Muslims worked shoulder to shoulder indicating a high level of unity. The 
Brahmin, Baidyas, kayasthas many others castes among the Hindus started learning Persian to occupy high ranking job as a result of 
this  the Hindu middle class appeared. Young nawab  Siraj Ud daula gave alomost importance to the Hindus during his shirt living 
ruling period. His most trustworthy man was Mahanlal, a Hindu, who was considered as a firm pillar by the nawab himself (Khan Y. 
A., 1982, p. 132). Like this some regional Hindu King of Bengal such as maharaja Krishna Chandra of Nadia employed Muslim in his 
courts. In the judicial set up the qazi solved legal problems among the Muslims by shariat law while the Brahmin pandit discussed 
about this in his work (Sarkar J. , 1963, p. 227) . 

 

Education: Education is the best way to upliftment  socio-cultural condition. Contemporary Bengal has no information of any state 
organised education system. Those are called Maktab, Madrasha and pathsala, where generally facilities available for young . Primary 
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and higher education only imparting to the boys. In some rare cases girl attended same school. Daughter of rayal families and 
zamindars were able to read. some women such as mainamati, Lilavati, Rani Bhavani. Both Hindus and Muslims had their won 
institution for primary and higher education. Mosque served as a Maktab where boys and girls taught Quran. MurshidQuli Khan 
builds a Madrasha for Islamic learning that known as KatraMadrasha. The curriculum of the higher Muslim education included chiefly 
the Arabic and Persian, Islamic theology, medical science and astrology. Many of the nobles were highly learned men. Murshidquli 
Khan himself was very learned though his chief contributions was confined to copying the quran (Karim, Murshidquli Khan and His 
Times, 2018, p. 376). Most of all villages primary schools were to be found where the young pupils were trained by the reading 
,writing and arithmetic. These schools were called pathsalas and were maintained by the villagers themselves often aided by the 
zamindars and richman. The medium instruction in the higher institution was sanskrit. Nadia was  a seat of learning from old times 
(Karim, 2018, p. 378) .  This time Bengali literary works were produced on a considerable scale. Some works BalaramDas’s 
Krishnalilamrita, Sankarachakravarti's Ramayan and Mahabharat, Kaviraj Fakirram's Lamkakanda and Satya Narayan, Ghanaram 
Chakraborty's Dharmamangala, Premdas's Chaitanya Chandraya. 

 

Position of women: One of the most important parameter of a particular society is condition of the women and Bengal under the 
nawabi rule is no exception. Before the coming of the British rule, religion did not recognize equal rights of man and woman. With 
few exceptions majority of the masses of women were not given education. They were burdened with domestic duties and 
Mangalkavya literature clearly depicts the condition of women in medieval Bengali society. In 18th Century Bengal Mangalkavya 
literature greatly flourished based on oral tradition and folktales. The Manasamangal, Sasthimangal and Dharmamangalkavyas of 
medieval Bengal content tales of women devotion to Manasa, Sasthimangal and Dharma were folk deities of non-Aryan origin and 
were later accepted in the Brahminical fold. Some famous Sasthimangal poets were Rudra Rama Chakravarti and Sankara both of 
them belong to this period.  

Royal ladies of the nawabi harem exercise enormous influence in court politics and administrative posts as well as they patronized art 
and culture. Begums had profound interest in arching, horse riding, hunting, cooking, gardening, and domestication of animals (Khan 
D. M., 2008, p. 41).NowsheriBanu Begum was the only wife of Nawab Murshid Quli Khan and her father was a high ranking officer 
in the Mughal government. She was interested in Islamic sciences from her childhood and well versed in Islamic studies. Azim-un-
Nissa Begum was the only daughter of MurshidQuli Khan and she was married to Shuja-ud-Din Khan who was an Iranian by birth. 
She was extremely disturbed by seeing the fragile character and luxurious life style of her husband. Sharaf-un-Nissa Begum was only 
wife of Nawab Alivardi Khan. She exercised profound influence in the political matters of Alivardi Khan. She was brave and wise 
lady who possessed vast political knowledge. She also uses to participate in the hunting expeditions in the Sundarban area along with 
her husband. Munni Begum, wife of Mir Jafar was born in a very poor family and achieved high position by her merit and efficiency. 
She was close associate of the British Governor General Warren Hastings also learnt the art of dancing from her childhood. When her 
dancing group permanently settled at Murshidabad and Munni Begum got a place in the harem of Mir Jafar. She had two sons, Najam-
ud-Daula and Saif-ud-Daula and also exercised enormous political power in the court. From the above discussion we can say that, 
royal ladies of the nawabi harem played a significant role in shaping the socio-cultural life of Bengal with their intellect and political 
involvement.  

 

 Life style of Common people: In this period girls were married at an early age, they got little chance to get education. No regular 
separate schools existed for imparting education to the girls who had early lesson usually from their parents. The seats of primary 
education and higher learning were usually attended by boys only. In some rare cases girls attended primary school and daughters of 
ruling elite and zamindars were able to read. Few notable women of this period were Mainamati, Lilavati, Rani Bhavani. The young 
women of lower class families in the village along with their menfolk used to drink sing and dance with musical instrument in 
festivals. Women of aristocratic families did not have the right to move out freely and talk to others.  

             The dress of both males and females of lower classes consists of one stripe of cloth just sufficient to cover the private parts. 
Females use to wear one strip of cloth called sari, half of saris wrapped around from below the naval down to the leg and other half 
being drawn across a side or thrown down the neck. They are bare headed and do not wear any other cloth, nor they wear shoes and 
stocking. The Bengali women do not observe purdah and go out of their homes for performing of evacuations and household duties. 
Folk or jatra were an important way of entertainment for the common people in rural Bengal. They wear masks especially during kali 
dance, shiva dance, palagan and jatra performance. Jatra productions of musical instruments were done in the rural areas around 
Murshidabad. The most popular instruments that were made are ektara, dotara, dhak, flute, sarinda etc. Both the Hindus and Muslims 
communities used the musical instruments during social and religious ceremonies.  
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Caste System: Since the ancient days, the Hindu society was divided into four varnas and numerous jatis, this caste system according 
to tradition has emerged from the later Vedic period. In the medieval Bengal caste system was the basic structure of the Hindu society, 
the doctrine of karma and the idea of punarjanam was in center of belief. Dharma and moksha are the intimately related to the caste 
system. Everybody has deserved his rank in the caste hierarchy and his conduct in present life will determine his rank in future birth. 
Most of the modern historians regard religious ideology as one of the major reasons for continuity and stability of the caste system and 
consequent social stagnation in India, particularly in Bengal. They think that while the upper caste succeeded in maintaining their 
position of advantage by extensive doctrination and occupied position of authority, the belief in the law of karma and value attached to 
ritual purity and pollution created loyalty to the system, although notion of purity and pollution led to the division of occupation into 
pure and impure and high and low in terms of occupation by means of which they earn their living.  

                 From 13th to 18th Century various subah and regional states in north India under the Delhi Sultanate and Mughal Empire, 
the majority of ruling elite and nawabs followed Islamic faith. But caste system still had an important factor in the Hindu social 
organization and Muslim rulers did not interfere in this matter. Division of the caste also helped ruling class with an easy method of 
reducing people into menials. If we analyze is there any casteism in Islam? The answer is simply no rather Islam teaches universal 
brotherhood and social equality among Ummah. Turkish ruling elite and Muslims in India gradually influenced and also adapted some 
attributes of caste system of Brahmans and exclusiveness of the Rajputs. In north India stratification of Muslim community into 
Ashraf and Ajlafwas largely due to Hindu influence.  

Concept of Class:  The concept of class commonly combined by social, economic, cultural and lingual interest. Generally three 
classes are found i.e. upper, middle, and lower class in every society. The term middle class would simply mean the class intermediate 
between the upper slopes and lower class. A middle class society involved in large scale production based on mechanical and 
technological development, growing trade and industry, freedom of educational progress and existence of professional classes. But it 
is important  

           fact that, caste system did never act as a deterrent to social mobility. There were different hierarchies and ranks in the regional 
caste system of Bengal. In Bengal there were mostly two varnasBrahman and Shudra, the Kshatriyas and Vaishyas were not 
represented indigenous population in Bengal. The Shudras divided into number of jatiswho were arranged hierarchically. The castes 
of Bengal divided into six groups, these are i) Brahman ii) Baidyas and Kayasthas iii) Nabasakh caste iv) Ajalchal caste v) 
intermediary castes ranking between Nabasakh and Ajalchal castes vi) Antyaj castes.  

Conclusion: The above discussion make it clear that in Bengal people socially possessed high. From 13th century persiante culture 
influenced on various socio cultural  life of Bengal.  After coming nawab, they encouraged to song, dance, various, type of festivals 
and ceremonies that mingled the composite culture in Bengal. Both Hindu and Muslims communities influenced each other through 
usual things. Though political transformation changes the Socio cultural position and reach its high by the Nawabs of Bengal. 
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